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P R O F I T  M AT T E R S   By Nathan Medcalf

T
riax’s Spot-r safety system 
is a mobile technology 
that almost immediate-
ly improved safety and 

profit on KBE Building Corp.’s 
projects.

“In the 60 days since we 
implemented Spot-r, we have 
already stopped three conditions 
where employees were jumping 
up and down heights more than 
19 in., and they were immediate-
ly corrected,” says Adam Peters, 
corporate safety director at KBE 
Building Corp. (KBE).

It can be difficult to measure 
the successes of a safety program 
in construction. “At KBE, safety 
starts at the top with our owner. 
Owner buy-in is critical for the 
success of a safety department,” 
Peters states. “Educating your 
people, giving them the author-
ity to implement your program, 
and putting in place all the con-
trols you can to eliminate risk 
is the next step toward success. 
This is how you establish a com-
pany-wide culture of employees 
who believe in your safety pro-
gram and know the importance 
of safety at the jobsites.

“We feel at KBE we have 

some of the best field people and 
projects in the business, so Triax 
was our next step toward elimi-
nating risk and continuing to 
have some of the safest sites in 
the industry,” he adds.

SENSOR TRACKS SAFETY 
AUTOMATICALLY

KBE invested in the 
Spot-r safety system early 
in 2018. It monitors 
worker and equipment 
location, activity and 
safety on the jobsite 
using sensors worn by 
workers or tagged onto 
equipment. The con-
tractor’s goal was to help 
eliminate false claims 
and to make the field 
team aware of employ-
ees falling or jumping on 
the jobsite.

“With some of the low-height 
falls, at first you don’t know if 
they’re jumping or falling,” says 
Peters. The Spot-r Clip identi-
fies a quick change in elevation 
greater than 2 ft.

“OSHA doesn’t allow any-
one to access areas that have a 
change in elevation of more than 

19 in. without stairs, a ladder or 
a ramp. If it picks up that a per-
son fell, it could be that they are 
jumping off a foundation wall or 
a loading dock because there isn’t 

a safer way up or down in place. 
When this happens, our team 
becomes alerted to it via the 
Spot-r dashboard and notifica-
tions. Then we can go investigate 
and fix the condition,” Peters 
explains.

Spot-r works over a propri-
etary mesh network designed for 
the construction environment. 

The network works indepen-
dently of WiFi and cuts through 
tough building materials to 
keep a specific site connected 
throughout the project.

Developed as a safety sensor, 
the wearable Spot-r Clip detects 
worker falls and sends automatic 
location-based alerts to supervi-
sors so help can be dispatched 

quickly. Workers can 
also use a push-button 
on the bottom of the 
device to alert super-
visors to an unsafe 
condition, non-fall 
injury or other issue.

The system does 
not rely on GPS for 
location, a fact that 
improves its jobsite 
performance and can 
encourage worker 
acceptance. The mesh 
network maximizes 
visibility to devices on 
site and can’t identify 
sensors outside that 

network, so workers’ privacy is 
protected when they’re not on 
the job.

The system also helps auto-
mate manual processes, such as 
paper timesheets and visual safe-
ty checks, so managers like Peters 
can spend less time compiling 
and analyzing data and more 
time acting on it.

Wearable Device Stops False  Claims  
& Supports Safety Culture

  Developed for worker safety, the wearable 
Spot-r Clip detects worker falls and sends automatic 
location-based alerts to supervisors so help can be 
sent quickly.

  The Triax Spot-r system helps 
automate manual processes, such 
as paper time sheets or visual 
safety checks, so managers such 
as Adam Peters, KBE Building, can 
spend less time compiling and 
analyzing data and more time 
acting on it.

KBE Building uses 
wearables to 
sense fall risks 
and measure 
other safety  
data to create  
a safer work 
environment.
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When an incident is identified, 
KBE coaches the individual involved 
on the expected behavior and then 
has them sign a written warning. “We 
expect a trickle-down effect. The entire 
crew should learn from the incident, 
then there will be a culture change,” 
says Peters. “But it starts with recogniz-
ing the condition and then educating 
the employees of what the hazard was.”

DATA COMBATS FRAUD  
AND SPEEDS RESPONSE

The Spot-r dashboard not only 
alerts managers to safety issues on site 
but creates an objective record of safety 
incidents, including weather and work-
er certification information retrieved 
from the system’s database. The digi-
tal record of safety is helpful should a 
claim arise and can be used to combat 
potentially fraudulent claims.

Peters said KBE eliminated one false 
claim at the Brandon Avenue Upper 
Class Housing project at the University 
of Virginia. “We had a subcontractor’s 
employee come in and say he fell and 
hurt his back while he was working on 
site the day before,” Peters notes. “We 
went to the dashboard to check and 
it showed no fall. So when we went 
to have a conversation with him and 
his employer and showed the data, he 
admitted that he had not fallen at this 
project and had actually hurt himself 
at home.”

Peters also appreciates the value the 
system brings to handling emergency 
evacuations of jobsites. “Our field team 
can activate the devices of all employ-
ees on site in case of an emergency, 
notifying them to get into emergency 
evacuation mode,” says Peters. “Not 
only is this a great way to alert them 
to get out of the building, but we also 
know who, if anyone, is left in the 
building via the dashboard. This infor-
mation can be so helpful for emergency 
responders — not only knowing how 
many people might be in the build-
ing, but also what zone they are located 
in. This is huge for the construction 
industry.”

“Triax has come a long way. I’m 
their No. 1 fan. I know the company 
will do well, and I believe in the people 
that are doing it. It seems like they’re 
constantly developing something new 
for the devices to perform. I’m glad 
KBE started using the product, and I 
can’t wait to see what they have to offer 
in two to three years.”  ET

Wearable Device Stops False  Claims  
& Supports Safety Culture
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